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INFORMATION SHEET 

Facility Capacity Fees (FCFs) 
Settlement and Release Agreement  

Participants: 

 SCV Water 
 Los Angeles/Ventura Chapter of the Building Industry Association of 

Southern California, Inc. (BIA) 
 Building Industry Legal Defense Foundation (BILD) 

 

Date: July 20, 2018 

What are Facility Capacity Fees? 

Facility Capacity Fees (FCFs) are fees collected at the time new development occurs within a 

publicly owned water system to recover the appropriate growth-related costs for facilities built 

to serve future water users.  

The basic economic philosophy behind capacity fees is that the costs of providing water 

service should be paid for by those that benefit from the service. To achieve this, new 

connectors will typically pay for a share of expanded and existing facilities based on the 

proportion of the facility that will serve new growth, providing equity with existing customers. 

The fees for access to water facilities should reflect a reasonable estimate of the cost of 

providing capacity to new users, without unduly burdening existing users. This is often referred 

to as “growth-should-pay-for-growth.” 

There are two primary steps in calculating facility capacity fees: (1) determining the cost of 

capital related to new development, and (2) allocating those costs equitably to various types of 

new connections. There are, however, multiple methodologies for calculating the fees.  

How are FCFs calculated for SCV Water customers? 

In November 2017, the Board of Directors of the former Castaic Lake Water Agency adopted a 

Facility Capacity Fee Update Study. Previously, under a 2014 study, FCFs were calculated 
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based on expected customer demand. But future facilities provide capacity for peak usage and 

fire flow, not just average demand, so the Board decided to use a different method. 

The new method is based on meter capacity, as measured in equivalent meter units (EMUs). 

Water meters typically come in a range of standard sizes to fit different customer capacity 

needs. Larger meters allow a higher volume of water in an instant than smaller meters. When 

the FCF study was updated in 2017, it used a standard meter size of 1 inch and set that as the 

minimum size.   

A number of assumptions were updated as well. The two most significant were 1) The One 

Valley/One Vision plan reduced the population projections at future build-out; and 2) An 

updated Capital Improvement Program (CIP) for Castaic Lake Water Agency changed the 

projected costs through build-out.  

 2014 2017 
Projected increase in demand 52,000 AF 29,200 AF 
Current Built-Out 56% 65% 
Population growth From 287,000 to 511,900 From 273,000 to 421,500 
CIP – Recycled Water Projects $230 million $178.2 million 
CIP – Water Storage (emergency 
and operational) 

$64.4 million $196.9 million 

 

The net effect is that FCF costs are spread out over a projected population that has decreased 

by 34%, and CIP costs that have increased. Thus, FCF costs per development have 

increased. 

Why was this settlement needed?  

When the changes in FCF inputs and method took effect in January 2018, a number of 

residential homebuilders were surprised and concerned by the degree of increase in the fee, 

particularly for multi-family and attached residential products. (It should be noted that fees for 

some development elements, like landscape meters went down.) BIA expressed these 

concerns to SCV Water and the parties agreed to meet and discuss the details of the fee and 

FCF study, 

SCV Water and the BIA together reviewed the technical inputs to the FCF model and report. 

Several policy issues were discussed, and it was noted that a portion of new water meters are 

still sized at ¾ inches.  

They also explored alternatives to assure that growth would pay its fair share, while still 

managing significant financial impacts to certain home types. In the end, the parties were able 

to agree on some administrative solutions, as well as the need for a new fee study. 
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What are the terms of the Settlement Agreement? 

A settlement was approved by the SCV Water Board on July 17, 2018, executed on July 20, 

and is attached here as a matter of public record.  

The key provisions of the settlement are that: 

1) SCV Water will provide for ¾-inch and 5/8-inch meter sizes with appropriate fees 
determined by an agreed upon capacity ratio established by the American Water Works 
Association. 
 

2) SCV Water will complete a new FCF study and adopt a new fee schedule by January 1, 
2020. 
 

3) SCV Water will not change the fee or adjust the fee for inflation until the new FCF study is 
completed. 

 

Next Steps 

During discussions, it became clear some of the policy options and ideas would best be 

addressed through an updated study.  SCV Water anticipates initiating the next FCF study 

later in 2018 with completion in 2019, ahead of the agreed upon time frame. Input will be 

sought at public and focused stakeholder meetings, including specific outreach to the 

development community operating in the SCV Water service area. 














